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During summer, my favorite time of day was when the ice cream truck would drive on our street. Usually, I didn't know what I wanted. If I had saved enough money, I'd order a push-up (am I dating myself, or is this still offered?), the rocket popsicle, and an ice cream sandwich. Little did I know, I was actually conducting an A/B/n test. I wanted to
taste several flavors -- not just two. As a marketer, I've encountered the same problem with split testing. When I was working at an agency, I'd usually write four to five headlines for a landing page. To taste all the flavors, so to speak (as I did with my ice cream), we'd conduct A/B/n tests. Below, let's review what N testing is and tools to help you get
started. Now, you might be wondering, "How does this differ from multivariate testing?" It's a good question. Multivariate testing is usually more comprehensive than A/B/n tests. For example, an A/B/n test will test one element of a web page, while a multivariate test will test multiple variables at once. For instance, an A/B/n test might test the color of
a CTA button, while a multivariate test is testing the headline, button, and image. So, now that we understand what N testing is, let's examine why you should implement an A/B/n test in your campaigns. Why should you implement A/B/n testing? Sometimes when you're creating a landing page, you'll have multiple versions of the copy, CTA, or images.
In fact, in my experience, when I was creating landing pages, I almost always had about three to four different versions of each of those elements before I decided which one I wanted to go with. That's where A/B/n testing comes in. This type of split testing gives you the power to test several versions of your web pages. If you're still gathering
information and data on your audience, this is especially helpful. When you aren't sure what your audience will respond do, you should run an A/B/n test to gather information on what performs best with your target market. What are some disadvantages of A/B/n tests? While A/B/n tests are useful when you have multiple versions of a web page you
want to test, there is a possible disadvantage to this type of testing. Since you're dividing traffic on your site, the more variations you want to test, the more traffic and time it'll take to reach a statistically significant result. Additionally, it's important to use A/B/n tests to gather information on your audience and draw significant conclusions about the
type of content they want to see. Testing minor changes, such as the color of a button, won't drastically increase your conversion rate. Once you've decided that you want to run an A/B/n test, you might be wondering, "How do I get started?" Well, there are actually tools that can help. When you're looking at A/B testing tools, you should always check
to make sure they can run multiple variations, not just two. Below, let's review the top tools you can use to implement an A/B/n test. A/B/n Testing Tools 1. VWO Testing VWO is a popular A/B testing tool among marketers and developers because it's easy to use and intuitive. Additionally, it's a powerful, robust tool that can help you implement
comprehensive multivariate testing or a simple A/B/n test. It's most popular among enterprise brands, including Target, eBay, and Virgin Holidays. The top features include audience targeting, campaign segmentation, statistical relevance analysis, and heat maps. 2. Crazy Egg Crazy Egg is a great alternative for smaller businesses that are looking for
a more cost-effective solution. With this tool, you can run A/B/n tests so you can understand the customer journey. With advanced heat maps and visitor recordings, you can see where your audience is getting stuck. Its top features include funnel analysis, split testing, campaign segmentation, and statistical relevance analysis. 3. Instapage Instapage is
an excellent A/B/n testing tool that's designed to help marketers create more impactful campaigns. With this tool, you can create, personalize, and optimize your landing pages at scale. The goal is test your user behavior, speak to your audience, and validate what works best. Its top features include audience targeting, heat maps, multivariate testing,
and ad-to-page personalization. Running a split test isn't always as easy as testing two versions of a web page. Sometimes you'll have multiple versions that you want to test. With A/B/n testing, you can see what version of your landing page performs best. Originally published Jun 2, 2020 4:30:00 AM, updated June 02 2020 Today, there are roughly
55 million Latinxs living in the U.S. — each one of us with unique cultural experiences. In our new series #SomosLatinx, R29's Latinx staffers explore the parallels and contrasts that make our community so rich. Stay tuned as we celebrate our diversity during Latinx Heritage Month from September 15-October 15.I don’t use the N-word, yet for most
of my life in this country, hearing it has been a part of my American experience.I was born in the Dominican Republic and arrived in New York City when I was three-years-old. Growing up in the Bronx, the N-word was something I heard every day, from both Black and Latinx kids and in the hip-hop culture that permeated our lives. We all listened to
artists like Foxy Brown, Jay Z, Lil’ Kim and Ja Rule, and we were all poor, minorities, our lives and experiences intertwined in the pre-gentrification days of the Bronx. For many of us, it was just another colloquialism, one that was inherently ours.Many Latinx individuals I know, family and friends, have used the word their whole lives, and still use it
daily. For many of them, because they have grown up in New York City, they believe they are allowed to use it. In places like Harlem or the Bronx, Black and Latinx cultures are often indistinguishable from one another. Joel L. Daniels, a Black writer and author of A Book About Things I Will Tell My Daughter, born and raised in the Bronx, describes
this mixing of culture. “We all grew up around hip-hop: Rap City, MTV Jams, Video Music Box, Hot 97, the music and culture were everywhere,” he says. “I think Black and brown folks identifying with our struggles, feeling the weight of a shared poverty and racial dynamics, we all felt one in the same.”Daniels points out, however, that places like New
York City add another layer of nuance to the discourse around who can or cannot say the N-word.I ask my Latinx coworker, who was born in California and raised in Texas, about the N-word. Vivian Cabrera is Mexican-American. She tells me that growing up in Compton, her classmates were predominantly Black and did not use the term. She did,
however, hear the term used by her family members, who would use it with their friends. “It was a term of endearment, like when you call a family member gordo or guero or chuy.”I ask Cabrera if she says the N-word. “No, I have never used it.”For most of my life, I have failed to discuss the African roots within my own culture. As a 28-year-old
woman, I have begun to think about my relationship to this word, thanks in large part to the social media discourse around who gets to use the term. It is also a question that has come up in my personal life. My fiancé, who is Ghanaian, has often asked me why, despite identifying as Afro-Latina, I refuse to use the N-word. I identify as Afro-Latina
because my father is a Black man — to use any other term, for me, would be to refute his blackness, and by extension, my own. However, because of the lightness of my skin and my ability to “pass,” I do not feel comfortable using the term. For most of my life, I have not acknowledged my own blackness and I have not dealt with the oppression and
racism that darker men and women — like my father, my fiancé — have dealt with.Along with my own discomfort using the term, there is also valid criticism from the Black community when Latinx individuals use the term. In August of 2017, rapper Cardi B, a Dominican and Trinidadian rapper, was questioned about her usage of the N-word in her
lyrics. She described the term as something normal and ingrained in her rhetoric, adding that Latinx individuals “are mixed with African, European,” and because of these roots, she concludes that socially, the Latinx and Black communities are viewed the same.The rapper captures one of the reasons why the usage of the N-word is so complex within
Dominican culture. Many of us, who are either immigrants or whose families have been here for years, do not know how to talk about our own blackness. For most of my life, I have failed to discuss the African roots within my own culture. Growing up, I white-washed myself and took pleasure in people commenting on how fair my skin was or how
much more professional I looked when I relaxed my hair. “I have family in Spain,” I would repeat growing up, wearing my Spanish roots like a badge of honor.For Dominicans, this whitewashing is due to the anti-blackness that has been an entrenched part of the country — and most countries in Latin America — since European colonizers brought
slavery to the Americas. In 1492, Christopher Columbus arrived in Santo Domingo, and at the time, the country was made up of about one million Taino Indians — a number which, by 1548, dropped to less than one thousand. Taino men had been used as slave labor and Taino women were raped and tortured. As the population died off, in the early
16th century, the Spanish brought African slaves to the island to replace Taino slave labor, a process which was replicated all over Central and South America as well.For Dominicans, our culture was born out of the African diaspora, and yet, simultaneously, throughout history, we have been a nation of rampant anti-blackness and racism, most evident
in the dictatorship of Rafael Trujillo. From 1930 until 1961, Trujillo ruled the Dominican Republic, favoring white or lighter skinned citizens and ordering the deaths of thousands of Haitians during the Parsley Massacre of 1937. The effects of this massacre are still seen today in the Dominican Republic’s treatment of its citizens of Haitian descent.I
talk with José Luis Vilson, an educator and author of This Is Not A Test: A New Narrative on Race, Class, and Education, about what it means for the Latinx community to embrace its blackness and whether or not this affects who can use the N-word. Vilson, who is Dominican, was born and raised in New York City and tells me he has embraced his
blackness in recent years, and while he hears the N-word in his music and sometimes uses it with friends, he tries to avoid using the term when he can. He hypothesizes that certain Latinx communities, like Dominicans, use the term because in places like the Bronx, Harlem or the Lower East Side, where the author was born, Latinx and Black
communities have had the same socioeconomic status.While the rules are pretty clear regarding usage by white people, it becomes more complicated for others. Vilson adds that the way some Latinx individuals are perceived also plays a role in who gets to say the N-word. Take rapper Big Pun and actress and singer Jennifer Lopez. Big Pun used the
word throughout his rap career; and in 2001, in the remix to “I’m Real,” Lopez used the N-word and was subsequently criticized for it. “Though they both grew up in the Bronx, they both grew up around Black people,” Vilson says, “the way we perceive their artforms and the way we perceive the person who is embodying it determines whether or not
people will get offended.”I ask several of my Latinx friends about their relationship with the term. Many of them echoed Cardi’s sentiments, as opposed to my own: The term has been a part of their cultural upbringing and it has become a normal part of their everyday lives. One friend tells me that using the N-word has a lot to do with complexion,
adding that Latinx individuals with lighter complexions, even if they identify as Afro-Latinx, should not be using the term.Mariela Regalado is a College Access educator and a freelance writer. She was born in the Dominican Republic and arrived in New York City when she was six-years-old. Regalado tells me that growing up in the Marcy Projects in
Brooklyn, the N-word was a part of her everyday vernacular. She would use the term with her siblings and friends, but this changed once she got to St. John’s University in Queens. “I got a real education on the history of systematic oppression and racial inequities in this country and that’s really the first time I started to completely eliminate the word
from my vocabulary.”Like Regalado, media strategist Marlene Peralta was born in the Dominican Republic and raised in Brooklyn. She tells me that she refuses to use the N-word because she has always been aware of the term’s disparaging history. “If it was up to me, I would say it’s best if no one uses it,” Peralta tells me. “Racism is still alive and
well and under those circumstances, it does more harm than good.”I ask several of my Black friends about whether or not they believe Latinxs can use the term. Many state that it depends on how the individual identifies, i.e., if they are Afro-Latinx, then they get a pass; others stated that the same rules apply for Latinx as they do for white people: Do
not ever use the N-word.Tai Gooden is a Black freelance writer who was born and raised in North Carolina. She tells me that while the rules are pretty clear regarding usage by white people, it becomes more complicated for others. “It’s such a divisive word with so many complex emotions tied to it and people are going to continue to disagree about
the qualifiers to use it, especially when it comes to other minorities,” she tells me. “Is this person ‘Black’ enough to use it? Who decides the ‘exceptions’ to these blurry guidelines? There’s always going to be a disagreement.”Daniels adds that while there is no clear cut rule, he knows what he favors: “I know what I prefer, and that is only Black men
and women using the word.”The Latinx community’s relationship with the N-word will always be complex. Some Latinx will continue to use the term either because they identify in a way in which they believe gives them a pass or because they view the word as a term of endearment; some won’t ever use it because, for them, it is a slur that shouldn’t
be used in such dangerous times in America.For me, I will never feel comfortable using the N-word. And while it will always be a part of my life in America, from its prevalence in the hip-hop that I love to my Black and Latinx friends who use it, I will strive to find other ways to define my own Afro-Latinidad, my own blackness.Olga Marina Segura is an
associate editor at America and a co-host of the podcast, “Jesuitical.” Her work has appeared at Sojourners, Eureka Street, Shondaland and Huffington Post. Follow her on Twitter at @OlgaMSegura.
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